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7. External and internal boundaries of morphology,  
none impenetrable  
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Plan of chapter 

– constructions of different kinds:  word vs. other 
 • delimiting morphology from syntax:  
  word or phrase, clause, sentence?  (Chap. 7.1) 
 •   distinguishing phonological words from morphological words: 
  cliticisation or morphology?  (Chap. 7.2)    

– kinds of morphology: 
 •  distinguishing inflection and word formation:   
  word forms of a lexeme or different lexemes?  (Chap. 7.3) 
 •  distinguishing derivation and compounding:   
  stem or affix?  (Chap. 7.4) 
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Lesson: 
 

With linguistic structures (and others), it is unrealistic always to expect 
clear-cut either-or categorisations: 
 

sometimes there are clear distinctions and we find clear cases of 
being either one thing/structure or another, but often distinctions 
are fuzzy, and instead of dividing lines there are zones of gradual 
transition from one kind to another. 
 

Sometimes synchronic structural transitions reflect historical transitions, 
as morphology is created, reshaped, and abandoned by successive 
generations of speakers.  
 

The latter is the case, by and large, for the distinctions at issue here:  
word vs. phrase, morphology vs. syntax, inflection vs. word formation, 
derivation vs. compounding.  

Lesson cont’d ... 
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When systems (linguistic and other) are complex, the impression they give 
may be that of chaos;  but often chaos is order waiting to be recognised.     
 

In general, to recognise order in linguistic structures, we carefully need 
to examine elementary distinctions:  form contrasts, distribution 
contrasts, meaning contrasts at the lowest, most concrete analytic levels.  
Often order (= system) emerges in the way elementary distinctions relate 
to one another, yielding higher-level, more abstract analytic distinctions.  
Such higher-level distinctions then may be fuzzy or non-categorical, 
when not all elementary distinctions are parallel;  but the lower-level 
distinctions through which they are defined themselves are often clear-
cut and categorical.  
 

“Word vs. phrase”, “inflection vs. word formation”, “derivation vs. 
inflection” are all higher-level distinctions that need to be defined in 
terms of lower-level distinctions.  (Same elsewhere:  for example, “noun 
vs. adjective vs. verb”, “subject vs. object” ...) 
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7.1. Is a construction morphology or syntax? 
 

First, some similarities between morphological and syntactic constructions.    

There are similar (if not completely identical) construction principles 
in morphology and syntax:  
 

• To begin with, in both domains there are constructions:   
 wholes consisting of (meaningful, grammarful) parts. 
 

For example, BLACKbird and PErishable are wholes of English 
(a noun and an adjective respectively) consisting of parts 
(adjective black and noun bird, with main stress on the former, 
and verb perish and adjective-forming -able), just as black BIRD 
and may PErish are wholes (a noun phrase and a verb phrase 
respectively) consisting of parts (again black and bird, but now 
with main stress on the latter, and modal auxiliary may and verb 
perish). 
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• In the case of hierarchically structured constructions:   
 wholes consist of immediate parts, which themselves consist of 

immediate parts, ... etc., until the parts are ultimate parts, not 
analysable any further. 

 

 For example:   
 [un-[perish-able]]    not:  [[un-perish]-able]     
 [will not] perish]    not:  [will [not perish]] 
 

 (Justify these immediate constituent analyses, assumed here to be correct.) 
 
• Recursion is a possibility in both domains:   
 whole expressions consist of parts at least one of which is of the 

same kind as the whole;  as a result, there are no principled limits to 
the complexity of constructions with recursion:  with a finite 
vocabulary and a finite number of construction rules an infinite 
number of ever longer expressions can be constructed. 
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The Droste Effect     or: Mise en abyme (Giotto, Stefaneschi Triptych, c. 1315)  
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Droste.jpg   http://www.opticalspy.com/2/post/2013/07/the-droste-effect.html 
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For recursion in syntax, see Syntax I.  It is widely assumed that all 
languages have recursion in syntax (coordinative constructions, noun 
modification, etc.;  Let me tell ya about the birds and the bees and the 
flowers and the trees and ...;  This is ... the dog that worried the cat that 
killed the rat that ate the malt that lay in the house that Jack built – that 
sort of thing), but lately this assumption has been challenged;   
the language at the centre of this heated controversy is Pirahã, spoken in 
the Amazon area, but endangered like so many languages there.   
 
Phonology seems to shun recursion everywhere:  there are no syllables 
within syllables, no feet within feet in any language.   
(Possibly, although this is controversial, there may be phonological 
phrases within phonological phrases:  Wait and see what you’re being 
taught in Phonology II or III.) 
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Recursion in morphology  
 
German  [Dampf-Schiff] 
    [[Dampf-Schiff]-Fahrt]  (or is it [Dampf-[Schiff-Fahrt]]?) 
    [Donau-[[Dampf-Schiff]-Fahrt]] 
    [[Donau-[[Dampf-Schiff]-Fahrt]]-Gesellschaft] 
    [[[Donau-[[Dampf-Schiff]-Fahrt]]-Gesellschaft]-Kapitän] 
     

    and so on, ad infinitum/nauseam 
 

    rule: N → [N-N]N 
     

    that is, you can form a noun by combining two nouns; 
    and you can continue forming nouns by combining a  
    noun that consists of two nouns with a noun ...
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German   [ur- ... [ur-[ur-[ur-[alt]]]] ... ] 
   ʻvery, very, very ... oldʼ 
 

     [Ur- ... [Ur-[Ur-[Ur-[Groß-Vater]]]] ... ] 
    ʻgreat-great-great-... grand-fatherʼ 
   

          rule:   X → [ur-X]X   X = A, N 
 

re-applicable without inherent limits; 
complex expressions are easy to produce and process in 

 this way – though at some point they are probably  
difficult to keep count of and will be of dubious  
usefulness 
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English   missile 
[[anti-missile] missile]  
[[anti-[[anti-missile] missile]] missile]  
[[anti-[[anti-[[anti-missile] missile]] missile]] missile] 

 etc. 
  

    rules:   X –> [anti-X]X  (prefixation)   X = N 
  X –> [X X]X    (compounding)  X = N 

 

Both rules are in principle re-applicable without limit,  
but the resulting expressions with both prefixation and  
compounding will soon (even at the second application)  
become difficult to process by humans, owing to the 
crossing-over pattern of prefix and conjunct.  

    http://www.wnd.com/2012/05/nato-moscow-and-anti-missile-system/ 
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Turkish (a language, from the Altaic family, with agglutinative morphology 
[on which see later, in the Morphological Typology chapter]) 

 

ev        ‘house’ 
ev-ler       ‘houses’ 
ev-ler-im      ‘my houses’ 
ev-ler-im-de     ‘in my houses’ 
ev-ler-im-de-ki    ‘the one/that in my houses’ 
ev-ler-im-de-ki-ler   ‘those in my houses’ 
ev-ler-im-de-ki-ler-de   ‘in those in my houses’ 
ev-ler-im-de-ki-ler-de-ki ‘the one/that in those in my houses’ 
etc. 
 

main stress on final syllable;  vowel harmony throughout, though -ki 
itself does not harmonise; 
 

after a “pronominal” -ki the entire sequence of nominal suffixing can 
be repeated, in principle ad infinitum.  
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• Linear ordering:  parts come (immediately/mediately) before/after one 
 another, occupying one or another position class, defined relative (i) 
 to one another, (ii) to special designated constituents, (iii) to the edges 
 of a construction. 
 

 e.g., in an English noun phrase (= syntax), there are 6 position classes: 
 

 PREDET DETERMINER POSTDET PREMODIFIER HEAD POSTMOD 
 all these many ugly buildings over there 

 

in an English verb phrase (= syntax), there are 5 position classes: 
 

 MODAL PERFECT PASSIVE PROGRESSIVE VERB 
this house must have  been  being  built       when ... 
 

In an English verb (= morphology), there are only 2 position classes:   
the stem and the ending (unlike in German with its 3 position classes, the 
PRETERITE and a PERSON.NUMBER.MOOD suffix cannot be combined):  
 

STEM ENDING 
shout s / ed / ing 
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However, inversions are the likelier the higher a construction is in 
the complexity hierarchy:   
 

the ordering of the immediate constituents of sentences is freer 
 than the ordering of the immediate constituents of clauses; 

the ordering within clauses is freer than the ordering within phrases; 
the ordering within phrases is freer than the ordering within words. 
 

Most languages have fairly rigid ordering of words within phrases, 
and the ordering of word-constituents (morphemes) tends to be 
immutable in all languages.  Thus, morphological constructions will 
never permit freer internal ordering than syntactic constructions. 
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• Constructions have a head and (possibly) dependents in both 
morphology and syntax:  

 the head is that part which determines the grammatical character of 
the whole construction (especially its word or phrase class) 
 

  e.g., in able to read, able is the head, with the whole construction  
an adjective phrase; 
in read-able, -able is the head, with the whole construction an 
adjective 

 

• The parts of constructions are categorised for word class in both  
 morphology and syntax: 
 

  e.g., able in able to read is an adjective; 
  -able in read-able is a word part which produces adjectives when  

added to verbs 
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• Some parts can have an influence on other parts in both morphology  
 and syntax: 
 

  this includes form variation depending on co-constituents: 
  allomorphy in morphology – agreement/government in syntax; 
 

  also mutual exclusiveness: 
  e.g., an article and a possessive pronoun are mutually exclusive  
  in English noun phrases (my hat, the hat, *the my hat), 
  a PERSON.NUMBER.MOOD suffix and a TENSE suffix are mutually  
  exclusive in an English verb (he shout-s, shout-ed, *shout-ed-s) 
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But there are also differences between morphological and syntactic 
constructions, at least in tendency and more noticeable in some 
languages than in others. 
 
• Complexity/elaboration 
 

Syntax seems overall more complex than morphology:  syntactic 
constructions seem more elaborate and diverse than morphological 
constructions, and the rules for constructing and interpreting seem more 
elaborate and diverse in syntax than in morphology.  
  

Also, with syntax you can do more than with morphology alone.   
To perform speech acts such as making (true or false) statements (or also 
contradicting the statements of others) or asking questions or giving 
orders, or making a promise or christening a person or a ship, you would 
seem to need syntax:  this is what you can only do with sentences, not 
with words.  (The title of a famous book, How to do things with words, is 
misleading, but then its author, J. L. Austin, was a philosopher.) 
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While this may generally be true, we shouldn’t rule out the possibility 
that this sort of impression is something of a prejudice, informed by the 
particular languages we happen to be most familiar with.   
Would all languages suggest likewise?  No!  
 

As a matter of fact, there are languages which elaborate their word 
structures more than their phrase and clause structures, and whose 
morphology is therefore more complex than their syntax.   
In typology such languages are called “polysynthetic”.   
The Eskimo/Inuit languages, Iroquoian, Uto-Aztecan and other 
American Indian languages, the Chukotko-Kamchatkan languages of 
Siberia, certain Australian languages and languages of Papua are 
examples of polysynthesis. 
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And even in familiar languages you can hear utterances which are 
(grammatically) single words, and still constitute speech acts such as 
warnings (G Feuer!) or orders (G Stillgestanden!), which are otherwise 
the domain for whole sentences. 
 
This question of the structural complexity of morphology and syntax, 
thus, needs detailed study, and one shouldn’t prematurely generalise 
from some languages to others. 
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• Construction vs. reproduction 
 

 Constructions are either constructed anew each time they are used, 
and are fully compositional, with the meaning of the whole as a 
regular function of the meaning of the parts 

 

 – this is what syntax is like, mostly  
 (although in languages which have elaborate morphologies and 

correspondingly less elaborate phrase and clause structures, this will 
be true for much of morphology, too)  

 
 or constructions are memorised as a whole and reproduced from 

memory on demand;   
 they are not necessarily fully compositional because they are not 

spontaneously constructed, and what is stored as a whole in memory 
may get disconnected from its constituent parts 

 

 – this is what morphology may be like, and especially word formation 
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• Well-formedness and familiarity 
 

Speakers can judge the well-formedness (rule-conformity) of both 
morphological and syntactic constructions, but judging constructions 
as familiar or unfamiliar is usually only done for words and only 
exceptionally for phrases, clauses, sentences.  
  

Even if you may have heard a phrase, clause, sentence, you probably 
will not store it in your memory and remember it – unless it was truly 
memorable, a saying or dictum or cliché (examples:  the usual suspects;  
for the time being;  take it easy;  to be or not to be:  that is the question;  
practice makes perfect – sounds familiar, no?).   
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If constructions are such that the meaning of the whole does not 
regularly result from combining the meanings of the parts (= non-
compositionality), they will have to be stored and memorised rather 
than constructed  
– which is more common for word constructions (though certainly not 
for all word constructions:  e.g. ten-th, six hundred seventy nin-th are 
perfectly compositional),  
 

but is also sometimes the case for phrases, clauses, sentences (= idioms);  
examples:  sour grapes;  a piece of cake;  be on the ball/am Ball 
bleiben;  kick the bucket/den Löffel abgeben;  put two and two together;  
watched water never boils).  
 

 

      Alle Menschen sind sterblich, in the Begriffsschrift of Gottlob Frege (1848–1925),  
     father of the the Frege Principle, a.k.a. Compositionality Principle 
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• Productivity 
 

Syntactic rules of construction tend to be fully productive 
(unconstrained), while morphological rules of construction are more or 
less productive (= more constrained in terms of form and/or meaning), 
and sometimes in morphology there are no construction rules at all. 
 
Example from syntax: 
The rule for combining attributive adjectives with nouns in German is fully 
productive.  Attributive adjectives come before nouns and agree with them in 
gender, number, and case, and inflect strongly or weakly depending on what 
comes before them – this works for all adjectives and all nouns, as long as the 
combinations make sense.  A few adjectives tend to come after nouns:  but 
even these can be made to follow the normal rule (mein Mann selig, Whisky 
pur – mein seliger Mann, purer Whisky).  There are circumstances where 
adjectives fail to agree:  but even these can be made to follow the normal rule 
(Whisky pur – pur-er Whisky, ein klein – klein-es Häuschen). 
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Examples from morphology: 
 

In English, forming abstract nouns with suffix -th from adjectives is 
unproductive:  if you know English (well), you will have these 
complex words in your mental lexicon:   
 

warm-th, wid-th, bread-th, streng-th, leng-th, dep-th,  
fil-th (from foul), tru-th, heal-th (from whole), dea(d)-th  

 

But nobody will nowadays form new nouns in -th from adjectives. 
 

Ordinal numerals in -th, formed from cardinal numerals, are another 
matter (these two suffixes -th are homonyms):   
 

four-th, fif-th, six-th, seven-th, thirteen-th, ... hundred-th, 
thousand-th, million-th, n-th, umpteen-th, zero-th/nought-th, 
...  
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These ordinals are not all stored in the memory of a speaker who can 
use and understand them (and a speaker can form an ordinal numeral 
from any cardinal numeral, however high and complex*);   
perhaps, as in English, the lower and the round ordinal numerals are 
stored, with the lowest formally the most irregular anyhow:   
one – first/*one-th, two – second/*two-th, three – third/*three-th.   
 
(* I have exaggerated, as so often:  Ask native speakers to form the 
ordinals corresponding to cardinal numerals such as twenty-two, (a) 
hundred and one, three-thousand (and) one.  Or google such forms. 
If necessary, refine the rule for cardinal numeral formation given above.) 
 
 
These two examples illustrate opposite extremes:  overall, 
productivity in morphology should be seen as a matter of degrees. 
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• No rule at all! 
 

What seems to be limited to (word formation) morphology is the 
forming of constructions not according to rules, but according to 
individual models – called analogical (or nonce) formations. 
 

For example:  German zwei-sam ʻtwo togetherʼ, formed in 
analogy to ein-sam ʻlone-someʼ and perhaps gemein-sam 
ʻjoint(ly), togetherʼ, rather than according to a word formation 
rule of suffixing -sam to cardinal numerals;   
it is probably only adjectives on the one hand and nouns and 
verbs on the other, but not numerals, to which -sam can be 
suffixed by rule, if not very productively:   
e.g., lang-sam;  furcht-sam, empfind-sam.   
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Further example, as food for thought: 
 

                            – rule or analogy? 
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7.1.1. Word vs. clause/sentence:   
borderline cases:  combining properties of units rather far apart 
on the complexity hierarchy – such as sentence and word 

 

SENTENCE-WORDS:   syntactic constructions re-interpreted as, or can be 
included in, morphological constructions, thereby losing certain 
syntactic liberties (it would be worth studying in detail which ones 
precisely:  examine the following examples), but also facing certain 
morphological requirements (e.g., that of inflecting like words of the 
class concerned). 
 
 

German examples:  Are the underlined parts words or sentences? 

Answer:  Both, in one respect or another. 
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der Hans(-)guck(*-te)-in-die-Luft (fiel in eine Grube) 

Hans guck- in die Luft is a German sentence syntactically well-
formed in almost every respect.   
Except the verb here does not inflect for tense (it ought to be past 
tense, like the whole sentence).   
But does it inflect at all? 
It seems to be the bare stem, rather.  Or 2SG imperative?   
(But what is Hans supposed to be, other than the subject of that verb?) 
 

On the other hand, Hans guck- in die Luft is a normal (complex) 
German noun:  it combines with an article;  it has a gender 
(masculine, although this isnʼt really the gender of the final noun, 
Luft, which is part of this complex noun). 
Pluralising this complex noun is not unproblematic, either: 
diese zwei Hans-guck-in-die-Lüfte?  diese zwei Hänse-guck-in-die-
Luft?  diese zwei Hans-guck-in-die-Luft, with zero plural? 
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aus Heinrich Hoffmann, Der Struwwelpeter Auf dem Gipfel des Schauinsland                                Zwei blaue Vergissmeinnicht 
http://www.has.vcu.edu/for/struwwel/guck3.gif http://www.freiburg-entdecken.de/schauninsland/ http://imageshack.us/photo/my-images/547/vergissmeinnicht.jpg/  
         
Die Hans-guck-in-die-Lüfte spazieren weiter,  Der Gipfel des Schauinslandes liegt auf Freiburger                 Vergissmeinnichte sind ein-, zweijährige  
als wäre nichts gewesen.  Gemarkung.       oder ausdauernde, meist relativ kleine Kräuter. 
(Elke Heidenreich)            http://flora-emslandia.de/wildblumen/boraginaceae/myosotis/myosotis.htm
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dermasc Schau-ins-Landneut 

Another construction which is a sentence – this time clearly an  
imperative sentence:  verb first, then a directional prepositional  
phrase, following the rules of German syntax – and at the same time   
a word – a count noun, designation of a mountain (in the Black Forest). 
 

There are similar inflectional difficulties as in the case above: 
What would be the plural of this count noun?   
die Schau-ins-Land/*Länder/?Lande? 
What is the head of such constructions?  It should be the head which  
gets plural marking. 
 

How do such nouns get gender?  Should be coming from the head, too. 
In German every noun is assigned to one of the three gender classes. 
Land is neuter, but the whole construction is masculine.   
Looks like gender is here assigned semantically, not lexically:  
mountains in general are masculine, e.g., der Säntis, der K2, der 
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Mont Blanc, der Popocatepetl, except the head of a complex noun 
comes with another gender, as in cases such as die Zugspitze, das 
Matterhorn. 
 

dasneut Vergiss-mein-nicht 

What is the head of this sentence-word?   
As a sentence it is again an imperative. 
To the extent that it is a word, it is a noun – but it does not even 
contain a noun! 
How come gender is neuter?  Is the default gender for flowers 
neuter? 
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diesefem Vogelmasc-friss-oder-stirb-Philosophiefem 

Here we can at least tell where gender comes from:  from the head 
noun (Philosophie). 
But what kind of expression is this noun in construction with?   
A whole complex sentence (vocative followed by imperative) with 
two coordinate verbs as a dependent of the head Philosophie. 
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Bloggs was a dedicated do-it-yourself-er 

Do it yourself! is an English imperative sentence. 
When converted to a noun by means of the agentive suffix -er, the 
SELF pronoun is no longer variable according to person, number, 
gender, as it is otherwise in syntactic constructions: 
 

*he is a do-it-himselfer,  *she is a do-it-herselfer,  
*they are do-it-themselvers;  I am a do-it-myselfer 
 

And the verb is not variable in tense, as it would be in regular 
syntactic constructions:  
  

*Once you were a did-it-yourselfer, but nowadays you call a  
plumber.  
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Are such constructions which are partly morphological and partly 
syntactic marginal – so marginal that they do not deserve serious or 
any attention in morphological theory? 
 

Well, “sentence names” (circumstance names) for persons and places 
are quite common in many languages: 
 

•  Menomini (from the Algonquian family) proper names for persons 
such as [awaÚnohapeÚw] ‘he sits in the fog’; 

•  Yoruba (from the Niger-Congo family) proper names for persons such 
as Olátòkunbò ‘honour has come from abroad’ (name of a child born 
as the parents were travelling outside Nigeria); 

•  Basque place names such as Kurutzeadana ‘there where the cross is’;  
•  Sanskrit Devadatta, Greek Theodoros ‘the one given by God’; 
•  Czech family name Nejezchleba ‘Don’t eat bread!’; 
•  English family names such as Shakespeare, Makepeace, Golightly, 

Lovejoy, Dolittle. 
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Conclusion: 

There exist morphological constructions (complex words) which, or 
parts of which, are in certain respects, if not in all, structured according 
to the specific rules for syntactic constructions.  
 

 
http://robot6.comicbookresources.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/10/shakespear.jpg 
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7.1.2. Word vs. phrase 

borderline cases:  constructions which combine properties of 
units next to one another on the complexity hierarchy. 

 
Generally speaking, words are internally cohesive, more cohesive than 
phrases, and externally (possibly) mobile, that is, more mobile than 
morphemes, but less mobile than phrases. 
 

It is harder to add anything in between word parts than in between 
phrase parts, and it is easier to move around phrases-as-a-whole than 
words-as-a-whole, with morphemes within words hardest to move 
around.   
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First, to be clear(er) about typical properties of the kinds of units at issue 
here, what is a WORD in the morphological sense of the term? 
 
•  A word is what is constructed according to the rules for words (in the 

language concerned) 
 – e.g., an utterance part that ends with an ending (in languages having 

such a class of forms as “endings”) 
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Illustration:   In Latin, where spelling traditionally did not reflect word 
separation, nouns end in endings for case and number: 
 

SENAT-U-SETPOPUL-U-SROMAN-U-S 
SENAT-U-SPOPUL-U-SQUEROMAN-U-S 
 

 

 
How many (morphological) words?  
   NOM.SG case-number endings underlined:  3.   
And what about et and que?   
   They are kinds of words which do not have endings. 
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But then, there is a difference between et and que in a phonological 
respect: 
 

et does not interfere with the stress of words it is in construction with;   
it probably has a weak stress of its own. 
 

que does interfere with the stress of the preceding word: 
 

 se.NĀ.tus –   se.nā.TUS.que 
 

Latin word stress rule, in a nutshell: 
 Stress on penultimate syllable [of what? – of a word] if it is heavy, 
 otherwise stress on antepenultimate syllable. 
 (Syllables are heavy if they they are closed or have a long vowel 
 – i.e., if their rhyme is branching.) 
 

Thus, for the phonological purposes of assigning word stress, 
se.nā.TUS.que is treated like one word; 
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the word in this phonological sense is thus not co-extensive with the 
word in a morphological sense, which ends with the ending, -us. 
This is a case of CLITICISATION;  que is a CLITIC. 
 
More on this below, Section 7.2, and in an extra text on CLITICISATION. 
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•   A word is what conforms to the principle (or postulate) of lexical 
integrity (one manifestation of internal cohesion): 

 

syntax cannot manipulate or refer to word parts and it is not word 
parts which show the morphological effects of syntax;   
syntax can only target whole words (or word forms). 

 

Thus:  If an utterance part can be manipulated or referred to by the 
syntax, then it is a word as the constituent part of a syntactic 
construction (phrase or clause), not as part of a morphological 
construction (word). 
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To illustrate: 
village idiot – a word or phrase of English?  

(i) the annual general meeting of *villages idiots;  
(ii) *the small village idiot; 
(iii) *the village old idiot; 
(iv)  *the village idiot returned there [there = to the village] 

 

Thus:   
village, although a noun (a count noun), cannot be pluralised in this 
 construction (i);   
it cannot be modified by an adjective (ii);   
it cannot be separated from its head by an adjective (iii);   
it cannot be referred to by an anaphoric pro-word (iv);  
 

– in other words:  it is part of a word, in all these respects. 
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Similarly, consider the underlined parts in the following examples: 
Are they parts of words or of syntactic constructions, on the evidence of 
tests of lexical integrity? 
 

?Most Shakespeare readers don’t know his sonnets 
 (Who does the possessive pronoun refer to?  Shakespeare or  
 someone else?) 
 

*Fielding was a novelist which nobody reads any longer  
 (What does the relative pronoun refer to?  Novels?) 
 

*Fielding was a novelist but nobody reads them any longer 
 (What does the anaphoric personal pronoun refer to?  Fielding's 
 novels?) 
 

*Fielding was a long novelist   
 (What is being modified by the adjective?  Novels?) 
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Cf. *Bob is an orphan, and he never knew them.   
 

orphan = child without living parents;  can them therefore refer to 
parents, a semantic part of the morphologically simple word orphan?  
No, it can't.  Lexical integrity at its best! 
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Similar questions about German: 
 

Sauerkraut word – sauer*(es) Kraut phrase   
*ein sehr/viel zu Sauerkraut;  *Sauererkraut 
 

attributive adjectives inflect so as to agree with their head nouns in 
case, number, and gender;  adjectives can be modified by adverbs;  
adjectives can be graded (comparative, superlative)  

 

ein Drittklässler word – einer aus der dritten Klasse phrase 

ordinal form of a numeral (underlined):  internal morphology inside 
a word;  but no agreement inflection (*Dritteklässler). 
What are the immediate constituents? 
Drittklass- and -ler or Dritt- and Klässler? 
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To complicate life (and linguistics), sometimes syntactic phrases can 
occur as parts of (morphological) words – some examples: 
 

Engl. old people’s home, cf. G. Altersheim, Altweibersommer: 

an old people’s home, a very old people’s home (old modifiable by adverb);   
We’re building a home for old people where they feel comfortable – 
We’re building an old people’s home where they feel comfortable  
(old people can be referred to by an anaphoric pronoun) 
 

a special exhibitions gallery: 
exhibitions in the plural and modifiable by adjective. 

the local drugs and rehabilitation centre: 
drugs in the plural;  coordination (= syntax) as part of a word. 
 

(Remember from above:  whole clauses as (parts of) words.) 
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“Bracketing paradoxes”:  construction of form not parallel to 
construction of meaning   
 

a nuclear physicist:  someone who does nuclear physics,  
not a physicist who is nuclear 
 

•  immediate constituents in meaning construction 
(adjective as modifier not of whole word,  
but only of the stem):       [[nuclear physics] -ist] 

•  division into words:     [nuclear] [physic-ist] 
 

a hard worker:  What does the adjective modify?  worker or to work? 
 

•  immediate constituents in meaning construction:       
           [[hard work] -er] 

•  division into words:       [hard] [work-er] 
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Further cases where the boundary between morphology and syntax is 
blurred (with respect to separability and mobility) 
 

put on this coat – put this coat on,  *put on it – put it on 
 

a so-called phrasal verb in English combined with a direct object – 
which is a different construction from the following, where a verb 
combines with a prepositional phrase (with on a preposition and part 
of this prepositional phrase) 
 

You can rely on this referee – *You can rely this referee on 
You can sit on this sofa – *You can sit this sofa on 
(This sofa has been sat on by Queen Victoria) 
Now, does on (a particle rather than a preposition in this ues) form 
one word with put?  Looks like it. 
But then, if this is the right analysis, English grammar permits the 
separation of word parts.  In morphological constructions, unlike in 
syntactic ones, parts are not normally separable:  words are cohesive. 
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Similar questions in German concerning separability:   
(morphological complex) word or (syntactic) phrase (consisting of verb 
and object (i), verb and adverb (ii), two verbs (iii), verb and numeral (iv))? 
 

(i) radfahren, rad-ge-fahren, (sie) fährt ... Rad 
 

(ii) aufstehen, auf-ge-standen, (er) steht ... auf 
 

 Er wollte den Baum UMfahren/umFAHren 
 Er hat den Baum UMgefahren/umFAHren 
 Er fährt den Baum UM / Er umFÄHRT den Baum  
 

(iii) saugbohnern, spülfräsen, ... 
 ge-saug-bohnert/saug-ge-bohnert, ich saugbohnere gern/*bohnere 

gern saug 
 

(iv) vierteilen, ge-vier-teilt/vier-ge-teilt, wir vierteilen Gehenkte; 
 dreiteilen, drei-ge-teilt/*ge-drei-teilt, du musst die Summe 

*dreiteilen/durch drei teilen 
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Compounds in English (one word):  main stress on first word (dependent); 
phrases in English:  main stress on last word (head) or level stress 
 

e.g., I saw a BLACK bird      –   I saw a BLACK BIRD 
  only in the case of phrase:  a very black bird, a blackish bird,  
          a blacker bird, so black a bird,  
          a black migrant bird 
 

But what about such further examples?   
left compounds (= words), right phrases, on the evidence of stress? 
 

OXford street – OXford CIRcus 
a TOY factory – a TOY FACtory (differ in meaning!) 
linGUIStics book – linGUIStics TEXTbook 
TROOP leader – WORLD LEAder 
PAper clip – PAper TIger 
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No;  on the evidence of criteria other than stress, such as separability, 
mobility, lexical integrity, the right-hand examples are also compounds  
(= words, not phrases). 
 

 
 
Lesson:   
 

The distinction between words and phrases is not always clear-cut.  
Linguistic structures are more complex;  each elementary distinction – 
stress, separability, accessibility for syntax, ... – needs to be examined (i) 
in its own right and (ii) in its interaction with other elementary 
distinctions.  Sometimes several elementary distinctions coincide, 
sometimes they don't. 
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Homework puzzles: 
   
1.   Is singable a word or a phrase (consisting of two words, the verb sing and 
the adjective able, in somewhat attenuated form, [Ebl])? 

 
2. Is nuclear physicist a word or a phrase?  It is translated into German as 
Nuklearphysiker.  German orthography suggests it is a word:  it is written 
solidly, with no blank or as much as a hyphen.  English orthography is not as 
reliable in this respect:  complex words can be written solid, with a hyphen, or 
with a blank.  Whether it is a word or a phrase, which (immediate) parts does it 
consist of? 
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7.2. Clitics (Cliticisation) 

Morphological constructions may also be hard to distinguish from 
constructions which are syntactic, but show unifying effects of 
phonology, combining parts more tightly than they would be otherwise. 
 

CLITICISATION:   
more than one morphological/lexical word  ⇒  one phonological word  
 

A CLITIC is a morphological/lexical word which on its own is not a 
phonological word, but forms a phonological word together with its HOST. 
 

Term of Greek origin:  klínein ‘to lean’.  Clitics are leaners.   
They lean on HOSTs. 
 

Clitics occurring after their hosts are called “enclitics”, “proclitics” are 
clitics which come before their hosts:  e.g., German auf’s Dach, s’Kino. 
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To illustrate from English, with the forms concerned showing exactly the 
same phonologically conditioned allomorphy:  /Iz, z, s/. 
 

• PLURAL of nouns (1st line) 

• GENITIVE SINGULAR of nouns (2nd line) 

• reduced form of 3rd PERSON SINGULAR PRESENT INDICATIVE of the 
copula verb BE (3rd line) 

 

The cats are on the mat.    Plural 

The cat’s tail is bushy.    Genitive (Singular) 

The cat’s on the mat.     reduced is 
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spelling 

The cities were evacuated.    Plural 

The city’s mayor disappeared.   Genitive (cf. the mayor of the city) 

The city’s empty.       reduced is 

 

stem allomorphy 

The knives are in the drawer. [naIvz]  Plural 

The knife’s blade is blunt.  [naIfs]  Genitive (cf. the blade of the knife) 

The knife’s in the drawer.  [naIfs]  reduced is 
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location of /s/  

The dukes of Ruritania were all bald.  Plural 

The duke of Ruritania’s brother is bald. Genitive (cf. the brother of  
           the duke of Ruritania) 
The duke of Ruritania’s bald.    reduced is 

 

location of /s/ 

Our mothers-in-law are both senile.  Plural 

My mother-in-law’s hat is funny.   Genitiv e (cf. the hat of my  
           mother-in-law) 
My mother-in-law’s senile.    reduced is 
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location of /s/, word class of the carrier of /s/ 

The cats over there are pretty.   Plural 

The cat over there’s tail is bushy.   Genitiv e (cf. the tail of the cat  
           over there) 

The cat over there’s pretty.    reduced is 
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Thus, despite identical allomorphy, there are differences between the 
three S constructions pointing in this direction: 
 

•  PLURAL (that is, its regular exponent) is an affix, forming a morphological 
word with its base (the stem or word, having singular meaning);   

 only nouns can be carriers of the plural suffix in English  
 (not even adjectives can carry plural suffixes:  The poor(*-s) envy the 

very rich(*-es)). 
 

•  The reduced form of is is an (en-)clitic, forming a phonological word 
with its host;   

 words of any word class can host such an enclitic (as long as the 
words occur at the end of the phrase which precedes the copula verb).   

 Clitic and host do not form a morphological word. 
 

•  As seen above, GENITIVE SINGULAR behaves more like an enclitic than 
like a suffix (despite what you can read in most English grammars, 
which treat the genitive as case morphology). 
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There are complications, though.  There are restrictions for GEN SG 
which one wouldn't really expect for a clitic – which shouldn't be 
choosy as to their hosts, but sometimes they are: 
 

cf. *the queen and I/me’s last meeting  
 (cf. the last meeting of the queen and I/me);  

  

 *us/*we two’s meeting  
(cf. the meeting of us two); 
   

the *boys/children of this country’s parents  
(cf. the parents of the boys/children of this country)  
 

Perhaps it is most appropriate, therefore, to recognise GEN SG as sharing 
properties of affixes and clitics;  such mongrels have sometimes been 
called “phrasal affixes” (as opposed to “word affixes” and “phrasal 
clitics”).  
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Bairisch         Français 
http://bar.wikipedia.org/wikiKlitika       http://www.phon.ucl.ac.uk/home/dick/enc2010/figs/24.gif 
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Homework 
 
1. What is the reduced form n’t of the English negative particle not:  an 
enclitic or a suffix?  It occurs in constructions like don’t, can’t, won’t, 
shan’t, mightn’t, mustn’t, oughtn’t, ain’t, isn’t, wasn’t, aren’t (?amn’t, 
*ben’t), hasn’t, hadn’t, haven’t.   
English grammars claim it is an enclitic;  but is this right? 
 

Read Zwicky, Arnold M. & Geoffrey K. Pullum. 1983. Cliticization vs. 
inflection: English n’t. Language 59. 502-513.    
 
 
2. Is there an enclitic in I hafta leave early?  What is the corresponding full 
form and how do they differ? 
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After external boundaries (between morphology and syntax and 
phonology) on to internal boundaries:  boundaries between subtypes of 
morphology.  
 
7.3. Word formation vs. inflection 
 

Some terminology and manners of speaking, to help clarify complex 
distinctions – illustration coming from German: 
 

• Berg, Berge, Berg(e)s, Bergen are (the) four wordforms of one 
lexeme (or “word” in a lexical sense), BERG. 

 

• BERG and GEBIRGE are two separate lexemes, each with its own 
wordforms, namely Berg NOM/ACC/DAT.SG, Berge NOM/ACC/GEN.PL 
(and also DAT.SG), Berg(e)s GEN.SG, Bergen DAT.PL of lexeme BERG 
and Gebirge NOM/ACC/DAT.SG and NOM/ACC/GEN.PL, Gebirges 
GEN.SG, Gebirgen DAT.PL of lexeme GEBIRGE.  
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WORDFORMS are what actually occur in grammatical constructions  
(to be more precise, what we are talking about here are morphological 
wordforms);   
LEXEMES can be thought of as abstract units subsuming all individual 
wordforms that can realise it (or as the sets of all actual wordforms).   
 
It is the lexemes as such that need to be memorised, not necessarily all 
the wordforms that realise them.  The wordforms which are “regular” 
can be formed by anybody who knows the relevant general rules (the 
rules of case and number inflection in the example).  Exceptions to 
general rules need to be memorised.     
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Is this a clear-cut distinction? 
 

Is it clear that the relationship between, for example, Berg, Berge, 
Berg(e)s, Bergen is of a categorically different kind than the relationship 
between, for example, Berg and Gebirge? 
 

The first relationship is one that INFLECTION is supposed to deal with,  
while the second is one that belongs within WORD FORMATION.   
 

Inflection is about the systems of wordforms of lexemes:   
 What is the structure of such systems?   
 (See Chapter “Paradigm Structure”.) 
Word formation is about the relationships between lexemes:   
 How are lexemes derived from, or otherwise related to, one another? 
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In the German example, the morphological categories concerned were 
NUMBER and CASE on the one hand (singular, plural;  nominative, 
accusative, genitive, dative) and COLLECTIVE on the other. 
 

The former are (widely assumed to be) inflection;   
the latter is (widely assumed to be) word formation. 
 
But then PLURAL number and COLLECTIVE are not so radically different 
– and the distinction between inflection and word formation is not really 
such a radical one as is sometimes assumed. 
 
Here are some of the elementary differences that do justify the 
recognition of a distinction between two subtypes of morphology  
– suggesting, however, that not all morphological categories are clearly 
of either one or the other subtype, but may come in between the opposite 
extremes. 
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       INFLECTION    WORD FORMATION 
 

• concept formation  no       yes 
• meaning    more abstract    more concrete   
       general      particular 
• function    syntax-governed   lexical enrichment 
• productivity   always high    often limited 
• formal regularity  higher      lower 
• construction   transparent     often opaque 
• obligatoriness   obligatory with all   optional 
       relevant words  
• word class    always constant   not always constant 
• distribution   close to word edge  close to stem 
... 
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... applied to the German example      
 

PLURAL, Berg-e   COLLECTIVE, Ge-birg-e 
__________________________________________________________________ 

 

• concept formation  no      yes, a different concept than 
             ‘Berg’: ‘mountain range’  
 

• meaning    ‘more than one’   ‘more than one,  
             and plurality forms a unity’ 

 

• function    syntactic: agreement irrelevant for syntax 
 

• productivity    (almost) every count *Ge-hügl-e, *Ge-tisch, ... 
       noun     Ge-müs-e (≠ COLL zu Mus) 
 

• formal regularity  umlaut     umlaut or stem vowel change 
       (where possible)  /e–i/; 
             suffix /e/ or /Ø/: Ge-büsch  
 

• construction   more transparent  often opaque   
             (cf. Ge-blüt, Ge-hölz, Ge-lände) 
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• obligatoriness   obligatory for all count collective meaning possible 
nouns with meaning  without using a collective  
 ‘more than one’ (?)  form, e.g. die Möbel, 
      das Obst, die Berge (can 

have COLL meaning) 
 

• word class constancy always N    laufen V, Ge-lauf-e N 
 

• distribution    on word edge   close to stem  
(in den) Ge-birg-e-n 

                 (in the) COLL-Stem-COLL-DAT.PL 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
There is a rich literature on the delimitation of inflection and word formation;   
I specially recommend the article ‘Inflection and derivation’ in: 
The Encyclopedia of Language and Linguistics, ed. by R. E. Asher et al., 
Oxford: Pergamon Press, 1994, vol. 3, 1671-1678.  [PDF on my homepage] 
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Doctor Quack on the hospital ward and Compound 

http://www.123rf.com/photo_9828703_doctor-quack-on-the-hospital-ward-and-compound.html  
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7.4. Compounding vs. derivation 
 

Both are word formation (more accurately:  lexeme formation). 
 

A compound consists of (at least) two stems (or two words, if the 
morphology of a language is word-based rather than stem-based)  
as its immediate constituents; 
 

a derivative consists of a stem (or word if word-based) and an affix or 
other exponent (including zero) as its immediate constituents. 
 

The distinction between these two subtypes of word formation thus is a 
question of whether immediate constituents of words are or aren't stems 
(words).  
 

Remember from Chapter 1, Classification:  Stems are morphemes which 
occur independently in syntactic constructions;  an affix is not 
autonomous, but needs a stem to support it. 
 

The trouble is, this is not always easy to tell. 
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First a few (German, English) examples where it is easy to tell: 
 

Fuß-ball a compound, with two nouns (stems, indeed words) as  
   immediate constituents (head-final); 
 

ball-ern a derivative:  a verb derived from the noun stem Ball,  
   by means of suffix -er, here followed by the (inflectional)  
   infinitive suffix -(e)n; 
 

[Fuß-ball]-er a derivative, of the word class noun, whose base is a noun  
    compound – not itself a compound, because the immediate  
    constituents are not two stems (it’s not [fuß]-[ball-er]!); 
 
to dog  a derivative, verb derived from a noun by zero-derivation  
   (a.k.a. conversion) (or is it the other way round:  noun derived  
   from verb?  The meanings tell:  a dog is ‘ein Hund’, to dog  
   means ‘jemandem dicht auf den Fersen folgen (like a dog);  
   jemanden beschatten’) 
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brunch  a compound, consisting of two stems/words, both nouns, 
   but both shortened beyond (easy) recognition:  breakfast-lunch  

(this is called “blending”); 
 

to babysit a derivative, namely a back-formation from the noun 
   babysitter, itself a compound ([baby-[sitt-er]]);  
   not a compound consisting of the noun baby and the verb sit  
   as its immediate constituents. 
   Often "back-formation" is seen as a purely historical concept: 
   complex form attested first, simpler form back-formed later 
   (e.g. television, televise); 
   in cases such as to babysit, semantics suggests a synchronic  
   backformation:  to babysit means ‘to perform the job of a  
   babysitter’, not ‘to sit (with) babies’. 
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Now, how can the difference between compounding and derivation be 
less than clear-cut? 
 

History gives the answer, as so often.   
Languages are what they have become, (i) over the lifetimes of their 
speakers, (ii) over successions of generations of language acquirers, (iii) 
over human evolution.  Any particular historical state of a (mental) 
grammar and lexicon is a stage in the development of that language,  
and in many respects such states are transitory.   
Being a stem or an affix can be a transitory state of a morpheme. 
 
(More on the history of morphology to come in the Typology lecture, Ch. 
9.) 
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• What is the history of derivation?  Where do affixes come from? 
 

First, affixes can simply be “inherited” from previous generations of 
speakers;  but rather than faithfully preserving inherited affixes, new 
generations sometimes re-analyse them, giving them different shapes 
or also different meanings. 
 

Example:  -ler in German, as in Sport-ler, Künst-ler, (Hinter-) 
Wäld-ler, derives from suffix -er, with an onset /l/ added as a 
result of the misanalysis of -er formations with a base ending 
in /l/, such as Bettel-er, Zweif(e)l-er (induced by syllabification:  
/bεt.ler/) and the subsequent generalisation of the expanded 
suffix.  
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A second common source of affixes is borrowing from other 
languages a speech community has been in contact with. 
 

Examples:  -ee in English, as in employ-ee, is borrowed from 
French, like many other English affixes;   
the opposite of -ee, agentive -er, as in employ-er, is older, but it 
has once also been borrowed, namely into common Germanic 
from Latin -ār-ius and -or, as in molin-ār-ius ‘miller’ or dictat-
or. 
 

In such scenarios what is being borrowed originally are whole 
words, including affixes;  as more words with the same affixes 
are getting borrowed, the affixes themselves may become live 
morphological elements in the borrowing language. 
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 Third, and most relevant for present purposes: Frequently the source 
of affixes are stems/words;  derivation historically develops from 
compounding through the downgrading of stems. 

 

 In certain circumstances (frequent use is a prerequisite), stems/words 
can be downgraded to affixes, and at transitional stages of such 
developments a morpheme can find itself in between the status of a 
stem/word and that of an affix. 
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Two English examples: 
 

• brimful(l), beautiful, awful etc.:  Is ful(l) a stem (the adjective full)  
or a suffix?   
 

Form (primarily phonological, sometimes reflected in spelling), 
grammar, and meaning are relevant. 
 

Form of independent word full:  /fÁl/  
Word class of this word:  adjective 
 
Form of ful(l) in such morphological constructions:   

/'brIm.fÁl/, *?/'brIm.f“E‘l/  vowel reduction impossible,  
  or at any rate uncommon in  
  careful speech  
/'bju…tI.fÁl/ or /'bju…tI.f“E‘l /  vowel reduction possible, 
 and common even in careful 
 speech  
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??/'O….fÁl/ or /'O….f“E‘l/  vowel reduction possible, 
 or in fact the norm even in  
 careful speech 
 

 Word stress can only be as indicated above for beautiful and awful; 
 brimful(l), however, is also heard with level stress or main stress on 
 -ful(l) – and such stress alternation is a pattern reminiscent of 
 compounds.  
 
 
Grammar of ful(l) in such morphological constructions: 
 These constructions are all of an adjectival kind, with the head,  
 -ful(l), regardless of what it is, stem or affix, responsible for this 
 category. 
 The independent word full is an adjective, too – hardly a coincidence. 
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Semantics of ful(l) in such morphological constructions: 
 

brim-ful(l) beauti-ful aw-ful 
same meaning as same as/different from different from  
Adj full:  Adj full: Adj full: 
‘full to the brim’ ‘full of beauty’ *‘full of awe’  
 (delighting the aesthetic ‘unpleasant’ (awful weather);   
 senses); ‘poor in quality’  
 ‘pleasant, enjoyable’; (awful writing); 
 ‘excellent’ ‘excessive’  
  (an awful lot of money) 
    
Conclusion: 
 brim-ful(l) is a compound – which reflects the oldest historical stage; 
 aw-ful is a derivative – the result of a completed downgrading of full 

  from a stem to an affix; 
 beauti-ful is in between. 
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Homework: 
 

There is an interesting further morphological construction with -ful in English;  
relevant examples: 
 

bagful, bottleful, boxful, canful, capful, coachful, cupful, handful, 
houseful, lungful, pipeful, plateful, pocketful, spadeful, spoonful, 
tubful, ... 

 

Are we dealing here with the same -ful(l) as in brimful(l), beautiful, awful? 
With which of the three?   
 

Or is this yet another -ful?  These -ful words can be used as follows – and this 
is probably relevant evidence for our question: 
 
 several handfuls of coins, two spoonfuls of olive oil, a houseful of guests 
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• postman, milkman, batman, chairman, ..., talisman, cayman, shaman, 
Ottoman etc.:   

 man a stem (noun man) or a suffix, or no morpheme at all?  
 

Here too form, grammar, and meaning are all relevant, and so is the 
further morphological behaviour of these constructions (especially 
plural formation). 
 
Form when independent: /mœn/, a count noun, plural /m”n/. 
 

Form in constructions:  /'pEÁs“t‘mEn/ etc., plural /'pEÁs“t‘mEn/. 
 

Grammar in constructions: 
   

•  that of a count noun, as with independent man; 
 

 •  however, a zero-plural, differing from independent man  
   (where plural is expressed through stem-vowel change) 
   (the spelling is misleading); 
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•  however, no regular plural with suffix /Iz, z, s/ either, as is the rule 
with derivatives ending in any suffix (king-dom-s, lion-ess-es, 
employ-ee-s), and with any other regular nouns too (talisman-s, 
cayman-s, shaman-s, Ottoman-s – these being no instances of 
stem/suffix /mEn/). 

 

Semantics when independent:  ‘adult, male person’ or generic ‘Mensch’. 
 

Semantics in constructions:  ‘person habitually/professionally doing 
something characteristically related to what the noun designates 
which /mEn/ is in construction with’ – quite similar to undoubted 
suffixes such as -er (e.g., lexicograph-er, whal-er, highland-er, ...) 
and -ist (e.g., obo-ist, reception-ist, drugg-ist, ...). 

 

Is there also the semantic component ‘male’?   
Can a postman be female, or would she be called a postwoman? 
And Madam chairman?  Not politically correct these days ... 
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Homework: 
 
Research the history of these German derivational suffixes: 
 

-schaft 
-tum 
-haft 
-sam 
-lich 
-weise 
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More history 
 
Another possible historical scenario for stems in construction with other 
stems is, not to be downgraded to affixes, but to completely lose their 
morphemic autonomy and become a single morpheme together with 
their partner stems.  
 
Example:  English lord, lady: 
  

morphologically these nouns are certainly not complex in today's 
English;  but formerly, more than 1000 years ago (in Old English), 
they were compounds:  hlaf-weard ‘Laib-Wart’, hlaf-dije ‘Laib-
Kneterin’;  phonological and semantic change created single 
morphemes from two-morpheme constructions. 
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Yet more history:  Upgrading 
 

Just for the record we must also mention the opposite kind of historical 
development:  affixes can be upgraded to stems – although such changes 
are rare in comparison with downgradings. 
  

And such upgradings seem to happen rapidly rather than gradually, with 
no intermediate stages where morphemes have a dubious status of being 
partly (still) affixes, partly (already) stems. 
 
 

Examples from German: 
 

•   diese Ismen und Ologien:  nominal suffixes > nouns; 
 

•   zig Angebote, zig-mal, das ?zig-ste Angebot:  
 adjectival-numeral suffix  (vier-zig, neun-zig ‘times ten’) > adjective.  
 
End of history. 
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Rules of compounding, rules of derivation 
 

Compounding 
 

[ XStem/Word - YStem/Word ] Stem/Word 
 
each immediate constituent of a compound is specified for its word class;  
one immediate constituent is the head, the other a dependent; 
the word class of the head determines the word class of the compound; 
the order of dependent and head tends to be regulated by general rule, 
with languages either opting for dependent-head or for dependent-head. 
 

Form: 
dependents can take the form of a special compounding stem (pure stem 
or stem plus stem formative); 
one of the immediate constituents has main stress. 
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Meaning: 
rather general semantic relations between X and Y (such as part–whole, 
purpose of, place of, time of/for, material, ...), or any semantic relation 
that can be inferred in a particular linguistic and cultural context; 
dependent is not specifically referential, but generally characterising. 
 
 

 
Homework: 
Collect compounds, especially novel ones, and analyse their semantics.   
 
Examples: 
 

TOY factory, toy FACtory; 
sea biscuit, tea biscuit, chocolate biscuit, dog biscuit, Brontë biscuit 
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http://www.ttplabtech.com/assets/default/Site/en/images_user/image/compiler-video-link.jpg 
     
                             http://www.nigerianminers.org/sites/default/files/images/derivation-demystified_0.jpg 
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Derivation 
 

base:     specified for word class (always?) 
derivative:    specified for word class; 
      possibly specified for further inflectional categories 
      (gender, inflection class, ...) 
form of derivation: (a) zero;  affix x;  other kind of exponent; 
      (b) formal alteration of base itself; 
head of derivative:  base or exponent of derivation;  
meaning:    ... 
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Example:  
 BASE   /sIN/, a transitive verb, meaning ‘singen’, 

 ‘utter musical sounds with the voice’ 
 OPERATION 

 form:    suffix /Ebl/, 
     meaning: possibility, or also necessity (both  

being modalities) of action designated by 
the base being performed (passive!   
‘able to be sung’, not ‘able to sing’) 

  

 DERIVATIVE /sIN-Ebl/, an adjective 
 
 
 
Homework:  Analyse the following German derivatives in this way. 
 

Gebirge, Gebüsch, Geschrei, Gerenne  
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To exemplify:  Quick overview of English word formation 
 

(Background reading:  Marchand 1969, a handbook, and Adams 1973 
and Bauer 1983, two textbooks) 
 

 • COMPOUNDING 
(compounds being complex words consisting of two or more 
stems, or indeed of two or more words in word-based 
morphologies like that of English) 
  

•   ENDOCENTRIC:  kitchen table  – a kitchen table is a table 
   the whole construction is of the same kind, and refers to  
   something of the same kind, as its main constituent part  
   (HEAD) 
 

  EXOCENTRIC:   pickpocket, paperback  
   – a pickpocket is not a pocket nor a pick, but a person  
   who picks pockets, 
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   – a paperback is not a back nor paper, but a book with a  
   back made of paper;  
   the whole construction is not of the same kind, and does  
   not refer to something of the same kind, as its main  
   constituent part (HEAD) 
 

•  MODIFICATIONAL: kitchen table  
   – a table of the kind to be found in kitchens, not a table  
   which is also a kitchen; 

  COORDINATIVE: woman doctor, owner-occupier,  
       Rowntree-Mackintosh, boyfriend 
   – someone who is a doctor and a woman,  
   – someone who is an owner and an occupier, 
   – a company called Rowntree and Mackintosh, 
   – a friend who is a boy (or is this modificational?); 
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•   a somewhat unusual kind of compounding is BLENDING  
  (sm[oke]/[f]og), which involves segmental reduction  
  (as in CLIPPING:  e.g., p[e]ram[bulator]),  
  hence creates forms whose complexity is opaque rather than  
  transparent, with the full forms hard to recover  
  (but that’s the point of doing such a thing as blending); 

 

•   there are also SENTENCE COMPOUNDS:   
  as in some blue forget-me-nots, with the last word a count  
  noun, unlike any of its parts (thus:  exocentric); 
 

•  also ACRONYMS, but their compound credentials are dubious: 
 

  BBC (with initial letters on their own pronounced in their  
   syllabic forms, [bi.bi. "si] – which isn't really the normal  
   stress pattern of English compounds), 
  

  Unesco, Radar (< radio detection and ranging) (with initial  
   parts combined to syllables). 
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•   What can be compounded with what? 
   • nouns with nouns (kitchen table), adjectives (blackbird),  
    verbs (hovercraft, pickpocket), perhaps a few other kinds  

 of words or even phrases (son-in-law), yielding 
COMPOUND NOUNS;  
 

   • adjectives with nouns (leadfree, foolproof; red-brick),  
    adjectives (deaf-mute), verbs (fail safe), and perhaps  
    others, yielding COMPOUND ADJECTIVES; 
 

   • verbs with nouns (to colour-code, baby-sit, window- 
    shop, all backformations?), adjectives (to fine-tune,  
    double-book, all backformations?), verbs (to trickle- 
    irrigate, freeze-dry?), especially adverbs or particles (to  
    overbook, outperform), yielding COMPOUND VERBS; 
 

   • anything else with anything else, yielding anything else? 
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   • At any rate, there is lots of compounding in English,  
    with compound verbs least popular (except with adverbs/  
    particles) and compound nouns most. 
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• DERIVATION 
 (derivatives being complex words where a stem, or word in  

word-based morphologies, is combined with a meaningful part  
that is not itself a stem/word) 
 

Examples (and do find more!) 
N from N:  king-dom, lion-ess, kin-ship, Pakistan-i, duck-ling,  
    Johnn-ie  
N from A:  bitter-ness, wid-th, false-hood 
N from V:  bak-er, employ-ee, cook-er, arriv-al, grow-th, buy 
A from A:  yellow-ish, dead-ly, un-wise 
A from N:  natur-al, wood-en, fruit-ful, leaf-y 
A from V:  read-able, suggest-ive 
V from V:  re-read, dis-like, un-fasten 
V from A:  dark-en, en-feeble, modern-ize 
V from N:  item-ize, en-slave, de-rail, frame, dog 
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• Kinds of formal operations (EXPONENTS) used: 
 just about all that are available to languages 

• suffixation, 
• prefixation, 

   • infixation?  (abso-bloomin’-lutely, sophisti-ma-cated), 
• segmental (believe – belief, to sing a song) and  

suprasegmental (to conVERT – a CONvert) modification, 
   • reduction, of the TRUNCATION type (nominate – nomin-ee,  
    navigate – navigable, ambiguous – ambiguity, working on  
    the assumption that English derivation is word-based rather 
    than stem-based), 

• suppletion (king – king-ly/roy-al, person – people/person-s), 
• conversion (zero-derivation) (to dog from the noun dog;  

a good read, a noun, from the verb to read – and why this 
way rather than the other way round?  Try to define the 
meanings of the words in question in terms of each other), 
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• back-formation (to televise, to baby-sit).  
 

•   In terms of word classes, just about anything (nouns, 
adjectives, verbs, perhaps adverbs – these being the lexical/ 
open classes) can be derived from just about everything 
(nouns, adjectives, verbs), with the derivations MAINTAINING 
or CHANGING the word class of the base (maintaining:  e.g., 
noun from noun;  changing:  e.g., noun from verb). 

 

 There does not seem to be any obviously preferred or 
dispreferred direction of derivation in English.   

 Although, for example, zero-deriving verbs from nouns (to 
dog, frame, ...) is more productive in English than zero-
deriving nouns from verbs (a buy, read, ...).  
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• The derivational categories of English seem to be a motley 
collection;  but since many of them are familiar from other 
languages, this suggests that there is a universal fund of 
derivational categories from which particular languages can 
make their pick: 

 

 agent (bak-er), instrumental (cook-er), patient (employ-ee), 
origin (Pakistan-i), action (arriv-al), result (grow-th), 
collective (king-dom), gender-switching (lion-ess), quality 
(bitter-ness), diminutive (duck-ling) and hypocoristic 
(Johnn-ie) nouns;  

  

 inchoative (dark-en), causative (modern-ize, en-slave), 
repetitive (re-read), negative (dis-like), reversative (un-
fasten), ornative (frame) or privative (de-rail) verbs; 

 

 attenuative (yellow-ish), negative (un-wise), material (wood-
en), modal (read-able, suggest-ive) adjectives.   
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Homework: 
 

Try to discover unusual derivational categories, only found in some (few) 
languages but not in (many) others. 
 

Such as, perhaps, an affix for designating trees bearing the fruit designated by 
the stem, as in French pomm-ier ‘apple tree’, ceris-ier ‘cherry tree’.  
 
Try the same for inflectional categories.   
In languages which have both inflection and derivation, which are more 
numerous, inflectional or derivational categories? 
Which are crosslinguistically more diverse, inflectional or derivational 
categories? 
 
But this may easily become a research project for a lifetime ... 


